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‘A man was crossing the bridge from Ciudad Juarez to El 
Paso, and fell into the hands of  robbers, who threw him in 
the trunk of  their car and smuggled him across the border. 
They stripped him, beat him, and went away, leaving him 
half  dead on a street in El Paso. Now by chance a priest 
was walking by; and when he saw him, he passed by on the 
other side. So likewise a local pastor, when he came to the 
place and saw him, passed by on the other side. But a 
Unitarian while traveling came near him; and when he saw 
him, he was moved with pity. He went to him and bandaged 
his wounds, having  put antibiotic ointment on them. Then 
he flagged down a taxi, brought him to a hotel, and took 
care of  him. The next day he took out two hundred dollars, 
gave them to the innkeeper, and said, “Take care of  him; 
and when I come back, I will repay you whatever more you 
spend.” Which of  these three, do you think, was a neighbor 
to the man who fell into the hands of  the robbers?’ He said, 
‘The one who showed him mercy.’ Jesus said to him, ‘Go 
and do likewise.’ 

This is my best attempt to recast Jesus’ parable, commonly called “The Good Samaritan”. There are many current 
troubles that could stand in for the man on the road to Jericho, but southern border crossings have, perhaps, the 
closest parallels of  travel on foot, roving banditry, vulnerability, danger, and intercultural tension to mimic the 
situation Jesus describes. 

The road from Jerusalem to Jericho was notoriously steep, dangerous and rugged. Bandits had many places to hide 
and sic themselves on nervous travelers. People knew it made for risky travel. This, too, sounds like what we hear 
about the lands straddling the U.S.-Mexico border. Whatever your purpose in passing through, whatever your 
background, you are vulnerable. 

Jesus doesn’t reveal anything about the identity of  the victim, and thus aims his critique not at how the priest, the 
Levite and the Samaritan each responds to a particular type of  person (Samaritan, Gentile, or Jew, for example), but 
instead on how they react to the man’s condition: his helpless fragility. 

If  Jesus had identified the battered man as a Samaritan or a Gentile—a non-Jew—then the priest’s and Levite’s 
shunning could have been justified at least on religious grounds. 1st-century Judaism proscribed firm boundaries 
between different peoples. Judaism had rules governing the ways in which Jews should treat Gentiles and 
Samaritans, priests should treat Israelites, men should treat women, etc. To maintain order—and boundaries—was a 
religious duty, guarding the purity of  the Jewish people. It was also understood that Samaritans could be unfriendly 
to Jews, refusing to extend hospitality.   

There was probably no way for the priest and the Levite to know what the man was; he was naked. If  he had been 
Jewish, presumably they would have cared for him, right? But to do so without knowing risked ritual self-
contamination. Jesus gives no explanation. Neither does he describe their inner reactions to the man’s condition. 
Their adherence to the Law trumped any potential for compassion. Ironically, if  the priest had found the man dead, 
he would have had a duty to bury the corpse, but he was permitted, nay mandated, by the Law to avoid his broken, 
but living, body. 
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“A priest, a minister and a rabbi enter a bar…” Most of  us have heard one of  these jokes. It’s always a priest, a 
minister, and a rabbi, right? One commentator on this parable points out that, in Jesus’ day, a story like this would 
have begun, “A priest, a Levite, and… an Israelite…” We can assume that the would have reacted differently from—
less legalistically than—the priest and the Levite, and the story would have had an anticlerical punchline.  

In contrast, Jesus tosses a curveball (Take note: Christian just used a baseball metaphor, and might never again.), 
and Person Number Three is… a Samaritan. The Samaritan shows no concern for who or what the man is, but 
“was moved with pity”, and cared for him, a fellow human being. 

Jews regarded Samaritans as an unclean people. The reasons are complex, but in brief, Samaritans were understood 
to have descended from mixed marriages following settlement of  people of  other cultures in the lands of  the fallen 
Northern Kingdom by Assyrian conquerors. Samaritans’ blood made them unclean, and their religious beliefs were 
not orthodox. Note that, even when the lawyer answers Jesus’ question, “Which of  these three…was a neighbor to 
the man…”, he does not call him “Samaritan”, but only describes his behavior (itself  both a confession and an 
indictment). Jesus goes beyond an indictment of  the legalistic hard-heartedness of  the religious and civic authorities, 
and condemns a longstanding enmity toward people outside the community. 

Throughout Luke’s Gospel, the writer challenges contemporary distinctions that define, separate and oppose 
different groups of  people. More so than the other gospel writers, Luke critiques the subservience of  women, the 
inferiority of  non-Jews, the exploitation of  the poor by the rich and powerful, and so on. This parable is unique to 
Luke, and Jesus’ answer to the question “Who is my neighbor?” opens up borders, demolishes walls, and integrates 
communities. 

I received an e-mail Friday, entitled, “Here’s what to know if  ICE shows up at your door”. Chicago might be the 
target of  terrorizing of  immigrants this weekend by the government that acts on our behalf. Modern-day stand-ins 
for the priest and Levite are sending troops out to harass and terrorize peaceful people because they are different, 
foreign, in some sense “unclean”—brown-skinned, poor, uneducated, weak, hungry, bruised, scared, vulnerable. 
Yes, some of  them are here illegally, but their crime against society pales in comparison to the wholesale immorality 
of  corporate and government leaders whose actions and policies sicken, impoverish, and oppress millions of  
Americans, who are essentially helpless to defend their own interests. 

I’m not saying that we don’t need to have our own prejudices continually revealed and challenged, but the question 
on my mind is: how can we help our more xenophobic leaders and neighbors see humanity in all those around us? 
Jesus showed that everyone is neighbor to us, no matter their faith, their culture, their gender, their class. We are all 
imperfect in compassion and inclusion, but there are people in power around this country who see the creatures on 
the other side of  bars—bars that keep them outside our country and bars that keep them in cages within—as 
something less than human, something less than children of  God. I believe our greatest challenge is to turn the 
hearts of  those people. But, as with our work to expose and dismantle structural racism, there is a lot of  resistance. 
Many of  the people responsible for caging refugees at the southern border—people who metaphorically cross to 
the other side—proclaim to live by this same gospel. 

Since long before recorded history, earthlings have been spellbound by the Moon. Only in recent centuries have we 
come to understand what the Moon is, and later what its effects are on our world and its life. The Man in the Moon, 
so to speak, is not just a metaphorical being, but a powerful neighbor—one who stirs the seas, and steadies the axial 
wobble of  our planet [https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/our-moon--partner-protector-
benefactor/2019/06/18/a5068866-7cbc-11e9-a5b3-34f3edf1351e_story.html?utm_term=.6766e3d47503]. 
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Fifty years ago this coming Saturday, July 20th, I was baptized in Grace Church, Utica, NY, in a private, Sunday 
evening liturgy attended by my parents, grandparents, and godparents. There are photos of  little me in a white 
baptismal gown, in front of  the beautiful Victorian font: a marble shell cradled in the arms of  a winged angel.  

Following the service, my parents returned home and tuned in for one of  the momentous events in human history, 
for throughout that week, beginning on the 16th of  July, the world’s people—those who had access to mass 
communications anyway—were united and transfixed by the Apollo 11 mission to land human beings on another 
celestial body for the first time. I was baptized just hours before Man walked on the Moon. Though I have no 
memory of  the Apollo program, the coincidence of  my baptism connects me to those moments. 

Astronaut Michael Collins was Command Module Pilot on that mission, orbiting the Moon as Neil Armstrong and 
Buzz Aldrin walked on its surface. You may already know this, but Michael Collins’s daughter, Kate, is an SPR 
parishioner. Kate, who is currently traveling with Michael to many commemorations of  that first manned lunar 
landing, sent me some of  Michael’s reflections on space and humanity. The thoughts of  a man who looked back at 
earth from a quarter million miles away might alter perspectives and turn hearts toward compassion. 

CNN reporter Ashley Strickland wrote last month that Michael Collins describes that seeing the Moon up close was 
spectacular, but he recalls that the view of  Earth kept snaring the astronauts’ attention: 

“I said ‘hey, Houston, I’ve got the world in my window,’ and the world is about the size of  your thumbnail if  you 
hold it out arm’s length in front of  you. The whole focus of  your attention goes into this little thing out there. It’s in 
a black void, which makes its colors even more impressive. Primarily, you get the blue of  the oceans, the white of  
the clouds, you get a little streak of  tan that we call continents, but they’re not that noticeable. It just looks glorious.” 

Collins noticed something unique about his perspective of  our home planet: 

“Strangely enough, it looks fragile somehow. You want to take care of  it. You want to nurture it. You want to be 
good to it. All the beauty, it was wonderful, it was tiny, it’s our home, everything I knew, but fragile, strange.” 
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[https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/18/us/michael-collins-apollo-reflections-scn/index.html] 

In an interview published in Time magazine last week, Michael Collins said,  

“…After the flight of  Apollo 11, Neil, Buzz and I were lucky. We made a round-the-world trip. I think 25 major 
cities… And I was flabbergasted. I thought that when we went someplace they’d say, ‘Well, congratulations. You 
Americans finally did it.’ And instead of  that, unanimously the reaction was, ‘We did it. We humans finally left this 
planet and went past escape velocity.’ That’s not the terminology they used, but I thought that was wonderful. 
North, white, rich, poor, black, white, east, west — what other achievement can bring all of  those disparate interests 
together? Nothing I can think of, except the first lunar landing did. Albeit very briefly. But it did.” —Time Magazine, 
11 July 2019 

And in a CNN interview, he said even more succinctly, “I can’t think of  another instance in which humankind has 
been more united on a specific project or specific attitude or a specific venture than that one.” —CNN interview 18 
June 2019 

Has there ever been a day in human history when the whole Earth looked more like Jesus’ neighborhood than the 
day Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin walked on the Moon? 

In his 1974 book, Carrying the Fire: An Astronaut’s Journeys, Collins later gave one of  the best justifications for the 
Apollo program—an expensive, bureaucratic, political, dangerous, even deadly folly—writing,  

“I really believe that if  the political leaders of  the world could see their planet from a distance of, let’s say 100,000 
miles, their outlook would be fundamentally changed. The all-important border would be invisible, that noisy 
argument suddenly silenced. The tiny globe would continue to turn, serenely ignoring its subdivisions, presenting a 
unified facade that would cry out for unified understanding, for homogeneous treatment. The earth must become as 
it appears: blue and white, not capitalist or communist; blue and white, not rich or poor; blue and white, not envious 
or envied.” 

It would be miraculous if  the same energy and unity attached to the Apollo program could now be directed to 
uniting God’s creatures in one vast, safe, bountiful neighborhood, saving our world from climate catastrophe; its 
creatures from mass extinction; its people from oppression, violence and starvation.  

Some of  us already say, “Hi, neighbor!” to the Man in the Moon; and “Thank you, Mother!” to this fragile earth, 
our island home; and “Good morning, sweetie!” to our beloved dog. We chat comfortably with our Moroccan cab 
driver. We bring water to our thirsty neighbors in the Sonoran desert, as they walk north fleeing danger. We provide 
companionship and resources to a refugee family from the war-torn Middle East. We provide nutritious food to 
those who are hungry right down the street. Of  course, none of  us—myself  first and foremost—gets it all right, 
but I wonder: how do we show the haters, the exploiters, the profiteers, and the Grim Reapers that God sees that 
the way they love “the least of  these” is a reflection of  the way they love God, even the way they love themselves?  
As Jesus challenged the lawyer, how do we convince them that if  they “do this” they will live? And what more can 
we do to live?
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